Grading criteria for Lab 2: Library assignment:

Allocation of points
1. subject 10 pt
2. three key words 15 pt
3. paper citation 20
4. copy of abstract 10 pt
5. written summary of article 25 pt
6. citation of paper from Science Citation Index 10
7. oral summary 10 pt

Subject is not about pollination bio, take off 10, but grade the rest of the assignment as if the subject were ok.

Missing key words (-5 pt each)

Paper is not from the primary literature. -20
No abstract included -10
Article not related to the subject chosen, -5

No information in the summary that is not in the abstract (or the summary is a paraphrase of the abstract) -15.
Summary does not state the question addressed by the paper and the main conclusion - 10 pt.

Citation missing –10

Not prepared for oral presentation -10